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In order to explain the mechanism of the 1-
H transitions observed in many tokamaks and 
some stellarators, various theoretical models 
have been proposed in recent years. In the 1-
H transition model presented in this work, the 
Reynolds stress is considered to be the cause 
of the shear flow generation. Our model equa-
tions [1] are derived from the resistive reduced 
MHD equations and written as 
dU/dt 
dKjdt 
dF/dt 
Pu -PK 
PK- PF- EK 
PF- EF· 
This model describes temporal evolutions of 
three charcterisistic variables, i.e., the potential 
energy contained in the pressure gradient U, 
the turbulent kinetic energy K and the shear 
flow energy F. Here Pu is the control pa-
rameter representing the energy input to the 
peripheral region. PK represents the turbu-
lence energy production, which is written as 
PK rv o- 1u112K ( b: the radial width of the 
shear flow layer) in the cases of the resistive in-
terchange and ballooning turbulence. The flow 
generation by the Reynolds stress is denoted by 
PF whiyh is expressed as PF ~ o-lu-112 F K. 
The turbulence energy dissipation is given by 
EK rv K 2 / DL(U) where DL(U) is the anoma-
lous diffusivity in the case of no background 
shear flow (L-mode case). The flow dampling 
is given by EF rv o-2tt(U)F with tt(U) the 
background flow viscosity. Our model equa-
tions have stationary solutions corresponding 
to the L and H-modes and their stabilities de-
pend on the value of the control parameter. In 
our model, the pressure gradient energy of the 
stable stationary solution is considered as an 
order parameter of our system which is a func-
tion of our control parameter, i.e., the energy 
input. The order parameter is either discon-
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tinuous (first-order transition) or continuous 
(second-order transition) at the critical point, 
depending on the form of the shear flow damp-
ing tt( U). Interestingly, in some parameter re-
gion, the H-mode stationary solution becomes 
unstable and bifurcates to the limit cycle which 
shows periodic oscillations like ELM. The nu-
merical results of our model equations show-
ing the first-order phase transition are given in 
Fig.1. Here the energy input parameter Pu is 
temporally varied as seen in the top of Fig.1, 
where three horizontal lines correspond to the 
critical values of the energy input for the H to 
L, L to H transitions and the unstable H-mode. 
The bottom of Fig.1 shows temporal depen-
dence of the three energy variables, where we 
can see the L to H, H to L transitions with his-
terisis propery and the ELM-like oscillations. 
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Fig.1 Temporal evolution of Pu (top) and 
(U, K, F) (bottom). 
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